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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a novel imaging system for 
obtaining full Stereoscopic spherical images of the visual 
environment surrounding a viewer, 360 degrees both horizon 
tally and vertically. Displaying the images obtained by the 
present system, by means suitable for Stereoscopic display 
ing, gives the viewers the ability to look everywhere around 
them, as well as up and down, while having stereoscopic 
depth perception of the displayed images. The system accord 
ing to the present invention comprises an array of cameras, 
wherein the lenses of said cameras are situated on a curved 
Surface, pointing out from common centers of said curved 
Surface. The captured images of said system are arranged and 
processed to create sets of stereoscopic image pairs, wherein 
one image of each pair is designated for the observer's right 
eye and the second image for his left eye, thus creating a three 
dimensional perception. 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR SPHERICAL 
STEREOSCOPC PHOTOGRAPHING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This invention is a division of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/416,533 filed May 27, 2003, titled “System 
and method for spherical stereoscopic photographing: 
which is a U.S. National Stage Application under U.S.C. 371 
of PCT International Application No. PCT/IL01/01093, 
which has an international filing date of Nov. 28, 2001; and 
which claims priority from Israel Patent Application No. IL 
139995, filed Nov. 29, 2000; each of which are incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to stereoscopic photo 
graphing system. More specifically, the present invention 
relates to a photographing system and method for generating 
Stereoscopic images of a full sphere surrounding a viewer 360 
degrees both horizontally and Vertically, or of a continuous 
part thereof, comprising a spherical array of lenses having 
non-parallel optical axes. 
0004 2. Discussion of the Related Art 
0005 Stereoscopic and panoramic photographing sys 
tems are known in the art. In conventional stereoscopic pho 
tographing, stereo pairs are taken by twin-cameras having 
parallel optical axes and a fixed distance between their 
aligned lenses. The pair of the obtained images can then be 
displayed by any of the known techniques for Stereoscopic 
displaying and viewing. All of these techniques are based, in 
general, on the principle that the image taken by the right lens 
is displayed to the viewer's right eye and the image taken by 
the left lens is displayed to the viewer's left eye. 
0006 Panoramic photographing is conventionally done 
either by a very wide-angle lens, such as a “fish-eye' lens, or 
by 'stitching together slightly overlapping adjacent images 
to cover a wide, up to a fill circle, field of vision. Recently, the 
same techniques used for panoramic imaging are also 
exploited for obtaining spherical images. However, the pan 
oramic or spherical images obtained by using said techniques 
are not stereoscopic, nor do they give to the viewer a percep 
tion of depth. 
0007 Moreover, the field of the so called “Virtual Reality” 
has gained high popularity in recent years. However, imaging 
systems for virtual reality, which are based on real images and 
not on computer generated (or other synthetically made) 
images, are still far from achieving images of a satisfactory 
quality. This is due mainly to the difficulties in obtaining real 
images that are full spherical as well as Stereoscopic. 
0008 Accordingly, there is a need for an improved photo 
graphing system which will provide fully spherical, and fully 
Stereoscopic real images. 
0009. The present invention is based on the finding that a 
Stereoscopic image can be obtained by overlapping images 
taken by lenses having non-parallel optical axes, providing 
that said lenses fields of view are overlapping to a great 
extent. This finding enables a full spherical stereoscopic pho 
tographing by a three dimensional array of cameras pointing 
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out from a common center for covering the whole Surround 
ings, both horizontally and vertically. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. The present invention provides a novel imaging sys 
tem for obtaining full Stereoscopic spherical images of the 
visual environment surrounding a viewer, 360 degree both 
horizontally and vertically. Displaying the images obtained 
by the present system, by means suitable for stereoscopic 
displaying, gives the viewers the ability to look everywhere 
around them, as well as up and down, while having stereo 
scopic depth perception of the displayed images. 
0011. One aspect of the present invention is a photograph 
ing system for capturing a full stereoscopic spherical image, 
or a continuous part thereof, comprising a three dimensional 
array of cameras. The cameras are positioned at an equal 
distance from a common center and pointing out from said 
common center, in Such a manner that all lenses are situated 
on a spherical surface. The collective field of vision captured 
by all of the lenses covers the whole visual scale surrounding 
said photographing system, or a continuous part thereof, and 
any point in said collective field of vision is captured by at 
least two of said lenses. In one embodiment of the present 
invention, the cameras are arranged in Such a way that the 
field of vision of any of the lenses is overlapped to a great 
extent by the fields of view of the two adjacent lenses lying on 
said lens sides, with respect to horizontal axis, and only to a 
small extent by the fields of vision of adjacent lenses lying 
above or below said lens with respect to the horizontal axis. 
According to this embodiment, the collective field of vision 
comprises a collection of fully circular, stereoscopic pan 
oramic images wherein any point within each of said pan 
oramic images is captured by at least two lenses. 
0012. In a second embodiment, the cameras are arranged 
in the specific configuration, wherein the field of vision of any 
of said lenses is overlapped to a great extent by the fields of 
vision of all adjacent lenses Surrounding said lens and 
wherein said lenses are optionally equally distributed on the 
spherical Surface. The image information captured by each of 
said cameras is stored separately. Preferably the present 
invention further comprises a marking means for marking the 
boundaries of any of the images captured by any of said 
lenses, or a set of predetermined points within the area of each 
of said images and a means for image processing for process 
ing the image information captured by any of said cameras 
and for cropping out redundant data in order to enhance said 
image quality. 
0013. A second aspect of the present invention is a multi 
lens camera apparatus for generating a full stereoscopic 
spherical imaging. The apparatus comprises a set of lenses 
distributed on a spherical Surface and a means for recording 
and optionally storing the image information of each of the 
images captured by each of said lenses. The lenses are dis 
tributed on the spherical surface, wherein the collective field 
of vision captured by all of said lenses, covers the whole 
visual environment Surrounding the camera apparatus, and 
any point in said collective field of vision is captured by at 
least two of said lenses. 
0014. A third aspect of the present invention is a process 
for capturing full or partial stereoscopic spherical image of a 
visual environment to be displayed to a viewer by means 
allowing for stereoscopic viewing. The process comprises 
arranging cameras in a three dimensional array, wherein the 
lenses of all said cameras are situated on a spherical Surface 
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and the optical axes of all said lenses meet at the center of said 
spherical sphere, wherein the collective field of vision cap 
tured by all said lenses covers the whole visual environment 
Surrounding array of cameras, or a continuous part thereof, 
and wherein any point in said collective field of vision is 
captured by at least two of said lenses. 
0015. A fourth aspect of the present invention is a process 
for capturing and displaying a full Stereoscopic spherical 
image of a visual environment, to be displayed to a viewer by 
a system having means for Stereoscopic displaying and view 
ing. The process comprises: a) arranging a three dimensional 
array of lenses for capturing a collection of images, wherein 
the collective field of vision captured by all said lenses covers 
the whole visual environment Surrounding said array of 
lenses, and wherein any point in said collective field of vision 
is captured by at least two of said lenses; b) receiving from 
said system for Stereoscopic displaying and viewing, the 
coordinates of said viewer's field of vision; c) creating a 
Stereoscopic image pair from said collection of images, said 
Stereoscopic image pair covers said viewer's field of vision; 
d) displaying said Stereoscopic image pair to said viewer by 
means of said system for stereoscopic displaying and view 
ing. The step of creating a stereoscopic image pair from said 
collection of images comprises the following Sub-steps: a) 
projecting said viewer's field of vision onto said collection of 
images; b) selecting from said collection of images a selected 
group of images overlapping at least partially said viewer's 
field of vision; c) dividing each of the images in said selected 
group of images into a left part and a right part by a line 
perpendicular to viewer's horizon and passing through image 
centerto obtain agroup of left image parts and a group of right 
image parts; d) selecting from said group of left image parts 
the parts overlapping said viewer's field of vision to obtain a 
group of selected left parts; e) merging said selected left parts 
into a uniform two-dimensional first image, said first image is 
the right image of said stereoscopic pair, f) selecting from 
said group of right image parts those parts overlapping said 
viewer's field of vision to obtain a group of selected right 
parts; g) merging said selected right parts into a uniform 
two-dimensional second image, said second image is the left 
image of said stereoscopic pair. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0016. The present invention will be understood and appre 
ciated more fully from the following detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the drawings in which: 
0017 FIGS. 1A and 1B are two perspective views show 
ing the configuration of the lenses on a sphere in accordance 
with the present invention; 
0018 FIG. 2 is a horizontal cross section plane through the 
sphere center showing the cameras positions for generating 
one strap of a full stereoscopic panoramic view; 
0019 FIG. 3 schematically illustrates the overlapping 
between fields of view of adjacent cameras for generating a 
Stereoscopic image: 
0020 FIG. 4 is a flow chart describing the main steps for 
recording image information from each of the lenses com 
prising the system; 
0021 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 6 is a flow chart describing the steps for gen 
erating a stereoscopic pair in accordance with the viewer's 
viewing parameters; 
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0023 FIG. 7 pictorially describes an example of the pro 
cess described in FIG. 6. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0024. The present invention provides a system and method 
for simultaneous capturing of a full spherical stereoscopic 
imaging or a continuous part thereof. The method of the 
present invention for obtaining stereoscopic imaging is based 
on optical principles, and therefore can be adapted to any 
photographing technique. Although the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention comprises digital video cam 
eras, the present system can be adapted as well to analog 
Video cameras and to film cameras. The present system can 
generate still images or a time sequence of images for motion 
imaging. 
0025. The apparatus of the present invention comprises a 
three dimensional array of cameras, pointing out from com 
mon centers, wherein said cameras principal optical axes 
meet at said centers. In the configuration thus formed, the 
lenses are situated on a curved surface, allowing for capturing 
images of the Surrounding environment. According to the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention the cameras 
are positioned at an equal distance form a common center. 
However any curved surface or object (e.g., ellipse) can be 
used, applying the same principles of the present invention. 
(0026 FIGS. 1A and 1B are two exterior perspective views 
showing the position of lenses (designated 1) on the so 
formed sphere. FIG. 2 is a cross section plane through the 
sphere center showing eight cameras (designated 5) equally 
spaced and radially pointing outward from the center, 
wherein said cameras’ principal optical axis (designating 15) 
meet at the sphere's center. The collection of images captured 
by lenses 1 covers a fully spherical visual Surrounding the 
camera system, 360 degrees both horizontally and vertically 
0027. The actual installation of the cameras in order to 
form Such fixed configuration can be obtained by various 
ways. For example, the cameras are mounted in designated 
gaps of a spherical object. Alternatively, the cameras can be 
mounted in a honeycomb net structure, etc. 
0028. The apparatus may be mounted on a Supporting 
device 8 having means for enabling rotation and translation of 
the camera system. Such a Support can be a tripod, having 
rolling means for allowing track-in/track-out and track-right/ 
track-left translation and further having means for tilt and pan 
and for crane-up/crane-down. The apparatus further includes 
a stabilization system for preventing the system from vibra 
tions and for keeping the cameras at their fixed positions 
relative to each other. The apparatus may further include 
internal robotics for allowing rotation, panning and tilting of 
the sphere, independently of support 8. 
0029. In the configuration described in FIGS. 1 and 2, the 
total number of lenses distributed on the sphere is eighteen. 
Using analogical terms of a globes terminology, the lenses 
arrangement can be described as follows: eight lenses are 
situated around the sphere equator for capturing a full 360 
degree panoramic view, four lenses are situated around 
higher/lower latitude on each side of the equator for capturing 
the view above and below the horizon, and a lens at each pole 
to complete a full spherical view. 
0030 Preferably, the number of lenses is between 18 to 22. 
However, the number of cameras can be varied, depending on 
the desired quality of the image to be obtained, as will be 
explained below. 
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0031 FIG. 3 shows three adjacent cameras, 5, 5' and 5" 
and their correspondingfields of vision, 11, 12 and 13. A main 
idea of the present invention is to create a cameras arrange 
ment wherein any point in the collective field of vision is 
captured by at least two lenses of the cameras, thus providing 
Stereoscopic sphere image. Thus, starting from a predeter 
mined distanced from the sphere Surface, any point is covered 
by the fields of vision of at least two lenses. As shown in FIG. 
3., the left half of field 12 is overlapped by field 11 while its 
right half is overlapped by field 13, thus any point in field 12 
is covered by at least one more lens. Distance d is a function 
of the angle C. between the optical axes of adjacent lenses, the 
angle of coverage B of each lens and the sphere radius r. 
0032. Another factor to be considered is the desired qual 

ity of the captured images. The Smaller is a lens angle of 
coverage (field of vision), the higher is the quality of the 
image obtained. The best image quality is obtained by the 
central portion of a lens coverage area and as the angle of 
coverage of a lens increases, so does the relative range of 
distorted borders. Therefore, the number of the required 
lenses of the apparatus is a function of the desired quality. For 
better image quality, a larger number of lenses, each having a 
smaller field of vision, should be used. Preferably, the angle 
of coverage of the lenses is in the range of 30 to 65 degrees 
(lenses of 35 to 70 mm). 
0033 Preferably, the lenses are identical, having the same 
angle of coverage and the same focal length, but it is also 
possible to have lenses of different angle of coverage wherein 
lenses of wider angles are used for areas not requiring high 
image quality. 
0034. According to the present invention, the cameras can 
be arranged in two basic configurations, resulting two basic 
distributions of lenses on the sphere. According to a first 
configuration, the sphere is divided into parallel straps, 
equivalent to circumferentiallatitude straps around the globe. 
The lenses in each Such strap are arranged wherein any point 
in collective field of vision, captured by the lenses in that 
specific strap, is covered by at least two lenses, but there is 
only Small overlapping between adjacent straps. As the length 
of the straps decrease towards the poles with increasing lati 
tude, the number of lenses covering each strap decreases. 
Optionally Additional two lenses at each pole, giveanupward 
and downward view in order to complete the fall spherical 
image. Such a configuration facilitates generating a spherical 
Stereoscopic imaging as if conventional tilt and pan display 
ing systems are used. The assumption is that the viewer's 
horizon is Substantially parallel with respect to ground, i.e., 
that his eyes are substantially at the same height with respect 
to ground. In the context of the present invention, the viewer's 
horizon is defined as the vector connecting the viewer eyes. 
0035. According to a second configuration, the cameras 
are configured with no preference to latitude or longitude 
coordinates. According to this "mosaic like configuration, 
the field of vision of each lens overlaps to a great extent the 
fields of view of all adjacent lenses wherein the lenses are 
optionally equally distributed on the spherical surface. This 
configuration provides that any point in the collective field of 
vision is captured by lenses located around said point. The 
collection of images captured by this configuration facilitates 
Stereoscopic perception from all viewing points, also when 
the viewer horizon is inclined with respect to ground. 
0036. The present invention is not limited to the type of the 
cameras used in the system. However, according to a pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, the cameras are 
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digital video cameras having an electro-optical sensor Such as 
a CCD sensor. The cameras can be selected from any com 
mercially available digital video cameras 
0037 According to this embodiment, the encoded digital 
image information, captured by each of the lenses, is trans 
mitted via communication means to a remote storage device 
wherein each image is stored separately. The use of digital 
cameras allows for enhanced manipulation of the captured 
images and facilitates controlling the image quality prior to 
storage. However, it should be realized that when non-digital 
cameras are used, it is possible to digitize the stored images 
information for further manipulation and/or in order to con 
Vert it to a format compatible with the displaying and viewing 
technology known in the art. 
0038 According to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the camera system further includes an 
internal computerized system comprising a Suitable Software 
for controlling the internal robotics responsible for the sphere 
motion and stabilization. The computerized system may fur 
ther include a central processing unit, a storage device, a 
memory device and algorithms for processing the captured 
images prior to storage. Alternatively, the image processing 
can be done at a remote computer. 
0039. The digital image information captured by each 
camera is processed separately by the internal computer to 
remove distortion from each image separately. The images 
are cropped into pre-defined sections which are required for 
keeping an adequate overlap between adjacent images, 
wherein the image edges are eliminated for sparing the stor 
age space of unnecessary information. The image enhance 
ment may further include other known methods such as 
stretching and/or compressing certain parts of the image in 
order to correct distortions and to enhance the image quality. 
The image processing may also include processing methods 
as those employed by standard camera control units (CCU) in 
order to balance the image and achieve uniformity between 
adjacent images. 
0040. According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the camera system further includes a marking 
means for marking the borders of the lenses or a set of pre 
determined points in the rims and/or area of each of the lenses. 
The marking means can comprise one or more laser Sources, 
Such as a small diode laser, or other Small radiation sources 
for generating beams of visible or invisible light. Said beams 
scan the borders of the lenses or a predetermined set of points 
in the area of the lenses to form a set of imprinted markers in 
the captured images. 
0041 Said set of imprinted markers is identified and used 
by the computerized system for accurate positioning of the 
images relative to each other. Although the relative positions 
of the cameras are fixed, Small shifts might occur during 
operation. The markers system eliminates possible misalign 
ment of the images due to such small shifts. Within each 
image, the marked borders or points are used to facilitate 
image processing in accordance with known image process 
ing methods in order to remove distortion and to enhance the 
image quality. 
0042. It will be realized by those skilled in the art that the 
present invention is not limited to an array of commercially 
available cameras but can be implemented by a multi-lens 
camera apparatus designed in accordance with the spirit of 
the present invention. Such a multi-lens camera apparatus, 
comprising a set of lenses distributed on a spherical Surface 
and corresponding sensor means for recording the image 
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information captured by each of said lenses, can be built from 
basic camera elements. The sensor means can comprise a set 
of electro-optical sensors such as CCD chips, each corre 
sponding to one lens, for receiving and converting the images 
captured by the lenses into encoded digital information. In 
another configuration, the number of sensors can be smaller 
than the number of lenses, wherein along with appropriate 
optical elements, each sensor receives image information 
from more than one lens. For example, the sensor means can 
comprise only one electro-optical sensor wherein the camera 
apparatus includes suitable optical elements for projecting 
the images formed by each lens onto said one sensor. Accord 
ing to one embodiment of such a configuration, the sensor can 
be designed to be large enough to capture all images simul 
taneously. Alternatively, all images can be sequentially pro 
jected onto the same sensor area wherein a special mecha 
nism controls a system of shutters for Switching between 
lenses. (Similar mechanism can project the image on cellu 
loid film mechanism). 
0043 Reference is now made to FIG. 4 which, in conjunc 
tion with FIG.5, describes the main steps of the image record 
ing and displaying. The image (or sequence of images) infor 
mation captured by each of lenses 1 in step 510, is optionally 
processed in step 520 by image processor 30 in order to 
enhance the image quality. In step 530 the images are 
recorded by recording system 40 and are optionally stored in 
a suitable storage medium. The image information (whether 
analog or digital, whether one image or sequence of images) 
from each of cameras 5 is recorded and stored separately with 
a lens indicator and a time indicator. The lens indicator 
includes information about the lens characteristics and posi 
tion in terms of the sphere coordinates. Thus, a collection of 
recorded images is created wherein each image is stored 
separately and includes information about its relative position 
with respect to adjacent images. 
0044) The image processing in step 520 is optional. 
Depending on the optical characteristics of the lenses 
employed and on the desired quality of the image, various 
image processing techniques if any, may be employed. These 
techniques may vary from a simple cropping out of the image 
borders in order to completely remove distorted areas, to 
more Sophisticated image processing methods such as 
stretching and/or compressing certain parts of the image in 
order to correct distortions and to enhance the image quality. 
The image processing may also include processing methods 
as those employed by standard camera control units (CCU) in 
order to balance the image and achieve uniformity between 
adjacent images. 
0045. The recorded images are displayed to a viewer via 
viewing system 50 employing known virtual reality equip 
ment 60. Alternatively, viewing system 50 receives image 
information in real time, directly from the camera system. 
0046. It should be emphasized that according to the 
present invention the image processing is an optional step. As 
explained above, the image processing is performed on each 
of the images separately in order to maintain higher image 
quality and with no relation to the stereoscopic effect. The 
Stereoscopic effect, according to the present invention, is 
based solely on optical principles and not requiring any image 
processing for that purpose, as explained down below. 
0047 Reference is now made to FIG. 6 which is a flow 
chart describing the steps for generating a pair of stereoscopic 
images from the collection of recorded images in order to be 
displayed to the viewer according to his viewing parameters. 
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The viewer's viewing parameters are detected by employing 
known means in the art of virtual reality, designated 60. Such 
means can be a headset having sensors to detect the viewer's 
head position or a virtual glove having a sensor to detect the 
hand position. For displaying on a flat screen, Such as a 
computer Screen, these parameters are taken from the point 
ing device (for example: a mouse or a joystick), programmed 
for this purpose. 
0048. In step 610, when a viewer selects a specific view, 
either by actually turning his head while wearing a virtual 
reality headset, or by a pointing device coupled to a computer 
device, the viewing parameters are detected and received by 
the displaying system. The viewer's viewing parameters 
include the viewer's viewing direction and viewer's horizon. 
0049. In step 620, in accordance with these parameters, 
the viewer's field of vision is determined in terms of the 
coordinates of the sphere Surrounding the viewer and is pro 
jected into the collection of stored images. In step 630 all the 
images that overlap at least partially the viewer's field of 
vision are selected from the collection of recorded images. 
0050 Steps 640-680 illustrates the images organization 
algorithms based on the optical principles of the present 
invention for creating a pair of merged images wherein said 
pair of merged images creates the perception of three dimen 
sional panoramic images. This algorithm can be alternatively 
applied for images captured by a single (or more) cameras 
wherein the images are taken from different angles and/or 
location of the same cameras. Such alternative is preferably 
applied for creating spherical Stereoscopic still image. 
0051 First, a stereoscopic image pair is created from the 
group of selected images in the following way: Each of the 
selected images is divided into a left part and a right part 
according to the viewer's horizon by a line which is perpen 
dicular the viewerhorizon and is passing through the center of 
the image (step 640). In step 650 all the left parts generated in 
step 640 which are included in the viewer's field of vision are 
merged into a one uniform two dimensional image that 
matches the viewer's field of vision. The formed image, is the 
right image of the Stereoscopic pair to be displayed to the 
viewer's right eye (step 660). Following the same lines, a left 
image is formed by merging together the right parts generated 
in step 640 (steps 670, 680 and 690). 
0.052 FIG. 7 pictorially describes one example of gener 
ating a stereoscopic pair according to the present invention. 
Frame 100 represents the viewer's field of vision as received 
by viewing system 60. The illustrated frame has rectangular 
shape, however the same stereoscopic principles can be 
applied to circular frames depending on the cameras techno 
logical capabilities. Frames 31, 32 and 33 represent three 
adjacent images, taken by the lenses (as viewed from under 
neath) of the camera system 10, which overlap viewer's field 
of vision 100. The middle frame 32 covers frame 100 com 
pletely while frames 31 and 33 partly overlap the left and the 
right sides of frame 100, respectively. In accordance with 
steps 640–660 of FIG. 6, a new image 40, to be displayed to 
the viewer’s right eye, is formed from images 32 and 33 by 
merging a left portion of image 32 with a left portion of image 
33. Left image 41 is formed similarly by merging a right 
portion of image 32 with a right portion of image 31 to form 
a uniform image. New images 40 and 41 both cover the 
viewer's field of vision but obviously they are not identical, 
and are perceived as were taken from two viewpoints, thus 
giving the viewer a stereoscopic perception. Roughly, this 
new image pair is equivalent to a pair of images as if were 
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taken by two virtual lenses having their optical axes directed 
forward in the viewer's viewing direction and having hori 
Zontal disparity. 
0053. The process illustrated in FIG. 7 is for a case where 
the viewer's field of vision overlaps three recorded images. 
However, it will be easily perceived that when the viewer's 
field of vision includes more recorded images (e.g., when it 
includes upper and lower parts of images from different lati 
tudes or when each image covers only a small part of the 
viewer's field of vision), the stereoscopic pair is formed along 
the same lines, by merging together the appropriate parts 
from each of the recorded images and by removing redundant 
information. The same holds (when using the second configu 
ration of cameras arrangement wherein the field of vision of 
each lens overlaps to a great extent the fields of view of all 
adjacent lenses and the lenses are optionally equally distrib 
uted on the spherical surface) for cases where the viewer's 
horizon is inclined with respect to ground (i.e., when the 
viewer eyes are not at the same height with respect to ground). 
For Such cases, the selection of the recorded images is done by 
projecting the viewer's field of vision on the collection of 
recorded images and selecting those images that form with 
each other the closest angle to the inclining angle. Upon 
selecting the appropriate image, the stereoscopic pair is gen 
erated by following steps 640 to 680 of FIG. 6. 
0054 The stereoscopic image pair thus formed can be 
displayed on a flat screen Such as a TV or a computer Screen 
or by using a display device for virtual reality Such as a virtual 
reality headset. When displayed on a flat screen, the images 
are displayed as a stereoscopic pair to be viewed by Suitable 
spectacles in accordance with the standard color filtering 
method for Stereoscopic viewing or by any other known in the 
art techniques for Stereoscopic displaying: The part of the 
image being displayed changes according to the viewer view 
point as explained above. 
0055. It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art 
that the present invention is not limited to what has been 
particularly shown and described herein above. Rather the 
scope of the present invention is defined only by the claims 
that follow. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A process for capturing and for displaying a full stereo 

scopic curved image of a visual environment, to be displayed 
to a viewer by a system having means for stereoscopic dis 
playing and viewing, said process comprising: 

arranging a three dimensional array of lenses for capturing 
a collection of images, wherein a collective field of 
vision captured by all of said lenses covers a whole 
visual environment Surrounding said array of lenses, and 
wherein any point in said collective field of vision is 
captured by at least two of said lenses; 

receiving from said system for Stereoscopic displaying and 
viewing, the coordinates of said viewer's field of vision; 

creating a stereoscopic image pair from said collection of 
images, said stereoscopic image pair to cover said view 
er's field of vision, and comprising divided left and right 
parts to form divided right and left images, respectively; 
and 

displaying said stereoscopic image pair to said viewer by 
means of said system for stereoscopic displaying and 
viewing. 

2. The process of claim 1 wherein creating a stereoscopic 
image pair from said collection of images comprises: 
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projecting said viewer's field of vision onto said collection 
of images; 

selecting from said collection of images a selected group of 
images overlapping at least partially said viewer's field 
of vision; 

dividing each of the selected group of images into a left part 
and a right part by a line perpendicular to a horizon of 
said viewer and passing through an image center to 
obtain a group of left image parts and a group of right 
image parts; 

selecting from said group of left image parts those parts 
overlapping said viewer's field of vision to obtain a 
group of selected left parts; 

merging said group of selected left parts into a uniform 
two-dimensional first image as the divided left part, said 
first image comprising a right image of said stereoscopic 
pair as the divided right image: 

selecting from said group of right image parts those parts 
overlapping said viewer's field of vision to obtain a 
group of selected right parts; and 

merging said group of selected right parts into a uniform 
two-dimensional second image as the divided right part, 
said second image comprising a left image of said ste 
reoscopic pair as the divided left image. 

3. The process of claim 1 further comprising processing 
each image in said collection of images to enhance image 
quality, to enhance image balance between adjacent images, 
and to crop out redundant data. 

4. A process for capturing and for displaying a full stereo 
scopic curved image of a visual environment, to be displayed 
to a viewer by a system having means for stereoscopic dis 
playing and viewing, said process comprising: 

capturing a collection of images taken by at least one 
camera from different angles and/or locations, wherein a 
collective field of said images covers a Surrounding 
visual environment and wherein any point in said col 
lective field of vision is captured by at least two of said 
images: 

receiving from said system for Stereoscopic displaying and 
viewing, the coordinates of said viewer's field of vision; 

creating a stereoscopic image pair from said collection of 
images, said stereoscopic image pair to cover said view 
er's field of vision, and comprising divided left and right 
parts to form divided right and left images, respectively; 
and 

displaying said Stereoscopic image pair to said viewer by 
means of said system for stereoscopic displaying and 
viewing. 

5. The process of claim 4 wherein creating a stereoscopic 
image pair from said collection of images comprises: 

projecting said viewer's field of vision onto said collection 
of images; 

selecting from said collection of images a selected group of 
images overlapping at least partially said viewer's field 
of vision; 

dividing each image in said selected group of images into a 
left part and a right part by a line perpendicular to view 
er's horizon and passing through an image center to 
obtain a group of left image parts and a group of right 
image parts; 

selecting from said group of left image parts those parts 
overlapping said viewer's field of vision to obtain a 
group of selected left parts; 
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merging said selected left parts into a uniform two-dimen- merging said group of selected right parts into a uniform 
sional first image as the divided left part, said first image two-dimensional second image as the divided right part, 
comprising a right image of said stereoscopic image pair said second image comprising a left image of said ste 
as the divided right image: reoscopic image pair as the divided left image. 

Selecting from said group of right image parts those parts 
overlapping said viewer's field of vision to obtain a 
group of selected right parts; and ck 


